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Eating Disorder Journey: A conversation about
cultural and body diversity

Hosted by Lisa Kelly - Eating Disorder Practitioner
Joined by guest:  Kamania - EDQ participant

Kamania is an African-American/Australian woman currently recovering from an atypical
eating disorder and identifies as a person with a disability/has a chronic medical condition.

"A big part of recovery has been 
learning where I find joy.”

Sharing your experiences with others in a safe and supportive
environment
Stepping away from diet culture
Reaching out for support 
Learning about the importance of connection and community
Attending EDQ events and peer support groups
Engaging with lived-experience practitioners

What are some helpful tools in the step towards recovery?
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Finding practitioners, GPs or dietitians who support eating disorder
recovery
Engaging with a treating team who validates and hears your experiences
and needs
Being able to share with honesty
The Butterfly Foundation for information on the referral process 
Remember: there is no right or wrong way to approach recovery or in
receiving support - everybody is different and may need different
approaches to care

Advice on how to receive eating disorder support?
 

Be kind to yourself
Practice self-compassion
If you’re searching for security or connection in your life, where else could
you seek that?
Try to be thankful for everything your mind and body does for you
Learning to be neutral about your body is helpful
Nourish and move your body in a way that feels safe and comfortable to
you
Eating disorders aren't just for 'white, sporty, model types' - there are
other kinds of eating disorders

What would you tell yourself at the beginning of your journey?
 

There is support out there."
"
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“It’s alright to be curious to learn about yourself –
your needs and wants in life – in relation to boundary
setting, your values and where you get joy from life.”

 

 

There is a tension between not fitting in to cultural body expectations
of either African American family, or Australian family
ED treatment has helped to recognise where diet culture is in the
wider world and how I can resist it
Eating disorders can move between binge and restrict cycles - they
aren't always just one or the other
Everyone needs different types of support - because of cultural
reasons, different ages, sexualities. There's so many different ways to
help yourself
Representation and diversity of experience is so important
Eating disorders aren't always about appearances

Cultural Experiences
 

All different kinds of people experience eating disorders
There's all different body shapes, sizes, and weights, and these change
over time
It's okay to change - we don't stay the same throughout our life
It doesn't need to be about 'body love' or 'positivity' - being body neutral
and thankful for your body is enough
An "Atypical" ED diagnosis can be confusing - get clarity from your
treatment team. It's okay to be curious and learn

What to remember
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Eating Disorders Queensland

Eating Disorders Queensland Carer Help Kit

Butterfly Foundation - Helpline available 8am-midnight AEST, 7 days
(closed public holidays) 

Lifeline - Crisis Support & Suicide Prevention, available 24/7

Suicide Call Back Service - Mental Health Counselling, available 24/7 

Carers QLD - Carer & NDIS Support

Arafmi - Carer, Family & NDIS Support, available 24/7

1300 MH CALL, available 24/7

Kids Helpline - Support for ages 5-25, available 24/7

Shared Table - Online Meal Support Training

Emergency Services - 000

Resources & Services Available
 

Feeling stronger in who I am and more grounded
I know myself better since starting recovery 
Recognising and addressing intersectionality within eating disorders
can help inform and strengthen recovery

Benefits of Pursuing Recovery
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 “If I’ve gained anything positive from the eating disorder... it’s
given me the space to learn about myself, be deliberate and
learn what I want in life. Who I want to be around, my values,
what I do in everyday life and why I do it. If I do buy into diet
culture or other sort of autopilot areas of life, now I have the

power and the knowledge to be able to choose if I interact with
that or not.”

https://eatingdisordersqueensland.org.au/
https://eatingdisorderscarerhelpkit.com.au/
https://butterfly.org.au/
https://www.lifeline.org.au/
https://www.suicidecallbackservice.org.au/
https://carersqld.com.au/
https://arafmi.com.au/
https://metrosouth.health.qld.gov.au/mhcall
https://kidshelpline.com.au/
https://edqsharedtable.com.au/
https://www.triplezero.gov.au/triple-zero/How-to-Call-000
tel:0738446055

